Islandaire Case Study: PTAC Units
Project Info: Wyndham Orlando Resort - Renovation Project
Location: Orlando, Florida
Completion Date: July 2014
Unit Model: EZ Series 42 with DR.PTAC

THE WYNDHAM ORLANDO resort on International Drive is an existing hotel that has been newly
revitalized. Unicorp Principal Chuck Whittall said “the
project will renew the Wyndham resort.” The hotel holds
several events year-round, including pop culture conventions and corporate meetings. “That hotel stays
busy with meetings and weddings, so we wanted to
expand with new ballrooms and meeting rooms that
will bring the hotel up to modern standards with new
technology.”The multi-million dollar renovation features all 613 guest rooms and suites with upscale touches like pillow-top mattresses, plush 100% “Be Well”
bedding, fluffy feather pillows, shower massage, 40 inch
flatscreen TVs, mp3 docking station and brand new
Islandaire EZ Series 42 units with the patented “100%
conditioned fresh air” module called the DR. PTAC.

This revolutionary product will provide the hotel guest
with conditioned fresh air for the entire stay. The guest
will experience comfort like never before in addition to
a healthy air environment. Previously, the rooms were
exposed corridor rooms that had oversized split systems with horizontal fan coils. Now with the rooms
appropriately sized, they are able to maintain constant
comfort. All of the units are utilizing programmable
wireless wall thermostats to give the guest cutting edge
control over their room’s air while they stay at the resort.

About Islandaire:

Islandaire is the fastest growing specialty air conditioning and heating manufacturer in the country. Founded in 1992
by Robert Hansen, it has grown into a multi-million dollar company over the pa st 24 year s. Islandaire manufactures
its products in the United States and pr ides it self on mak ing the highest qualit y Per fec t Fit replacement and new
constr uc tion pack aged ter minal air conditioner s, water source heat pumps, ver tical ter minal air conditioner s and
fan coils.

Contact us for product information at 631-471-2900 or at sales@islandaire.com
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